DELL ECOLOOP PRO SLIM BACKPACK 15

An eco-conscious slim-fit backpack designed for on-the-go protection for your Dell laptops.
DELL ECOLOOP PRO SLIM BACKPACK 15

Designed with the environment in mind

Dell EcoLoop™ labeled backpack is produced with select materials and/or methods that reduce the environmental impact compared to traditional industry techniques. The backpack’s exterior main fabric is made with 100% recycled plastic, reusing approximately 12 plastic bottles.¹

Complete protection

Built with 360° foam cushion surrounding the laptop sleeve, keeping your computing devices protected from bumps and knocks.

It’s made from heavy duty fabric with PVB coating at the bottom of the bag that makes it water and dirt-resistant.

Capable carrier

It’s thoughtfully designed to comfortably carry everything you need in your daily commute or business travel. Easily access your tech and essentials with the purpose built organizers and dedicated laptop/tablet sleeves, and the reflective accents increase visibility in low light.

¹ Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500ml plastic water bottle.
Sustainably made. Packed with protection.

Slim-fit backpack that’s sustainable and packed with protection. Made with durable, weather-resistant and recycled materials and 360° protection. Our carrying cases are put through rigorous quality tests, including water resistance, strap and zipper strength and fabric abrasion, proving their sturdiness and long-lasting durability for the protection of your belongings.

Adjustable shoulder straps and padded back panel

Complete protection with 360° foam cushioning surrounding the laptop sleeve.

The fabric coating on the bottom of the bag is made from PVB film* recovered from used car windshields, keeping the material out of landfills and repurposing it for a tough backpack.

Exterior main fabric made with 100% recycled plastic¹

Durable fabric

Purpose-built organizer for tech accessories

Navigate airports and train stations easily with luggage pass-through

Two extra large mesh pockets on either side that expand out and can hold larger water bottles

Water resistant fabric

Made with a responsible solution-dyeing process for polyester that can generate up to 90% less wastewater, up to 62% less CO₂ emissions and uses up to 29% less energy than traditional dyeing processes.²

The Dell EcoLoop Pro Slim Backpack exterior main fabric is made from approximately 12 plastic bottles.¹

The backpack comes in packaging which is made of 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop and plastic bag.

Dell EcoLoop Pro Slim Backpack protects Dell laptops up to 15.6”

---

¹ Based on internal analysis of published data on recycled PVB film recovered from used car windshields, March 2022.
² Based on internal analysis of published data on solution-dyed virgin polyester, January 2022.
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FEATURE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MODEL Dell EcoLoop Pro Slim Backpack 15
MODEL NUMBER CP5724S

COLOR Black

LAPTOP COMPATIBILITY Fits most laptops with screen sizes up to 15.6”
(Excluding Dell G Series Gaming, Alienware and Dell Rugged Laptop Series,
max laptop dimension: 400 x 270 x 25 mm)

FEATURES • Made with solution-dyeing process for polyester that can generate up to 90% less wastewater and up to 62% less CO₂ emissions and uses up to 29% less energy than traditional dyeing processes¹
• Exterior main fabric is made with 100% recycled plastic, approximately 12 recycled plastic bottles
• Recycled weatherproofing at the bottom of the bag
• Packaging made with 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop, plastic bag
• 360° foam cushioning for complete laptop protection
• Weather and dirt-resistant, heavy duty 600D body fabric
• Dedicated laptop and tablet padded sleeves
• Spacious compartment to store documents and everyday accessories
• Zippered front pocket with purpose-built organizers
• Large stretch side mesh pockets for water bottle and umbrella
• Luggage pass-through
• Grab handle, adjustable shoulder strap
• Reflective accents for increase visibility during low-light hours

UNIT DIMENSIONS 315 x 445 x 140 mm (12.4 x 17.5 x 5.5 in)
UNIT WEIGHT 0.59 kg

DELL SKU NUMBERS AMER:
460-BDRH

EMEA:
460-BDQP

APJ:
460-BDRP (Greater China & Japan)
460-BDQG (India)
460-BDRX (Korea)
460-BDRW (Indonesia)
460-BDRO (Rest of APJ)

UPC CODE 884196451792
EAN CODE 5397184820353
VPN CODE Dell-CP5724S
WARRANTY 3 years limited warranty

Product availability varies by country. Contact your Dell representative or visit Dell.com to learn more.

¹ Based on internal analysis of published data on solution-dyed virgin polyester, January 2022
² Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500ml plastic water bottle.
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